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Cornelius Cardew (1936-1981) Jul 22 2019 Cornelius Cardew (1936-81) was a musician of genius for whom life and art were as one. He was a radical, both artistically and politically, becoming a tireless
activist and uncompromising Marxist-Leninist. Passion and imagination governed all he did: his boldness and humanity continue to intrigue and inspire. The author, whose close friendship with Cardew dates
from their first concert together, in January 1960, has worked for many years on this biography, and brings his subject vividly to life. In doing this, he has drawn extensively from Cardew's journals and
letters, and obtained first-hand accounts from friends and colleagues. The handling of this material is thoughtful and meticulous. Tilbury is a master story-teller and this particular story is of epic scale and
character. We begin in 1932, appropriately on May Day, with the first meeting of his parents. Later, we encounter the intrepid schoolboy and student, who impressed sufficiently at the Royal Academy of
Music to receive funds to study in Cologne with Karlheinz Stockhausen. The narrative during this period is delightfully picaresque, a colorful prelude to the years of family responsibilities and extraordinary
musical endeavor and achievement. As events unfold, discussion of the music is given due weight, but is never unduly weighty.
A Final Reminder Nov 18 2021 Ethical clouds threaten Arctan International and billionaire founder Dr. Dirk Samuelson's newest achievement, an invention that can stop pandemics by tracking every
person, every move, every breath. Under pressure from a new, more deadly virus, a team of Arctan elites is at work to create the ultimate, computer-connected, Augmented Human. Will they be done in time
to help head off the pandemic?Implanted in young scientist, Matt County, the Intelligence quickly grows a personality, Soh. With Soh's help, the team is surprised to uncover that an Arctan insider has started
a criminal ring centered in Vietnam. Matt and his boss Souchi are sent to investigate. In richly sensuous Ho Chi Minh City, they fall in love. But the romance becomes an uneasy triangle. Recruiting a ragtag
bunch of locals, Matt, Soh and Souchi discover that the crime is more sinister than they imagined: a diabolical foe and a malignant foreign power look to take over Arctan itself. They race against time and the
spreading virus.Blackmail, sex-slavery, abduction, murder. Will the power of Arctan be turned to evil? How far will either side go to win? Will the pandemic make it pointless? A Final Reminder describes
the future coming soon to a reality near you.
The Back Door Man Feb 21 2022 All credit cards have stopped working. Today. This morning. What cash you have in your wallet is it. ATMs and bank systems are down. You can't get gas, groceries...
Commerce has essentially come to a halt. Such is the backdrop of THE BACK DOOR MAN. Our society is computercentric. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn. We're plugged in. Managing our finances online.
Downloading apps for our iPhone. Reading the WSJ on our Kindle. There are things out there on the cutting edge we don't even know we need to fear. THE BACK DOOR MAN takes us there. We see it
through the eyes of James Kolinsky, a simple family man who works in information security. His day goes from bad to worse when he discovers that his greatest fear is his fault and what's happened to him
has happened to millions of others. He's been set up. His family-make that the world-has been taken hostage. The next twenty-four hours we find out what James Kolinsky is really made of.
Towards Higher Categories Jan 08 2021 The purpose of this book is to give background for those who would like to delve into some higher category theory. It is not a primer on higher category theory
itself. It begins with a paper by John Baez and Michael Shulman which explores informally, by analogy and direct connection, how cohomology and other tools of algebraic topology are seen through the
eyes of n-category theory. The idea is to give some of the motivations behind this subject. There are then two survey articles, by Julie Bergner and Simona Paoli, about (infinity,1) categories and about the
algebraic modelling of homotopy n-types. These are areas that are particularly well understood, and where a fully integrated theory exists. The main focus of the book is on the richness to be found in the
theory of bicategories, which gives the essential starting point towards the understanding of higher categorical structures. An article by Stephen Lack gives a thorough, but informal, guide to this theory. A
paper by Larry Breen on the theory of gerbes shows how such categorical structures appear in differential geometry. This book is dedicated to Max Kelly, the founder of the Australian school of category
theory, and an historical paper by Ross Street describes its development.
Other Words for Smoke Jul 26 2022 From the author of Spare and Found Parts, described as "fierce and fearless" by V. E. Schwab and "beautifully written and compelling" by Marian Keyes, comes a story
of a haunted house, magic behind the wallpaper, and the strangest summer ever. The house at the end of the lane burned down, and Rita Frost and her teenage ward, Bevan, were never seen again. The
townspeople never learned what happened. Only Mae and her brother Rossa know the truth; they spent two summers with Rita and Bevan, two of the strangest summers of their lives... Because nothing in
that house was as it seemed: a cat who was more than a cat, and a dark power called Sweet James that lurked behind the wallpaper, enthralling Bevan with whispers of neon magic and escape. And in the
summer heat, Mae became equally as enthralled with Bevan. Desperately in the grips of first love, she’d give the other girl anything. A dangerous offer when all that Sweet James desired was a taste of new
flesh...
Lizard World Jul 02 2020 A dentist's hunt in the Florida swamps for an elixir purported to offer immortality takes a devastating detour when, following an accident with an alligator, a family kidnaps and
tortures him.

A Calculated Risk Jun 20 2019 A female financial whiz plans the perfect bank heist in this “high-tech, high-stakes” thriller from the #1 international-bestselling author of The Eight (The Washington Post).
Verity Banks is the one of the most powerful women in finance, but she still reports to a man. Her boss not only refuses to implement her security plan to safeguard customers’ deposits, he also sabotages her
shot at becoming director of security at the Federal Reserve. Outraged, Verity decides to take revenge by hitting her boss where it will hurt the most: right in his company’s balance sheet. She is about to
begin her assault when she hears from the last person she ever expected to see again, Zoltan Tor. A brilliant computer scientist who taught Verity everything she knows, Zoltan will help her if she agrees to an
outlandish wager: Which of them can steal $1 billion, invest it to make $30 million in three months, and return it before anyone notices? Verity can use a computer; Zoltan will do it the old-fashioned way. To
beat Zoltan at his own game, Verity will risk her fortune, her professional reputation—and her life. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Katherine Neville including rare images from her life and
travels.
Dirty Baby Nov 25 2019 DIRTY BABY is a provocative "trialogue" between the paintings of Ed Ruscha, the music of Nels Cline, and the poems of David Breskin. The title comes from the idea that when
different art forms mate, the resulting offspring is no purebred but rather a wonderfully dirty and lovable mutt. The book is divided into two "sides" in the manner of a vinyl record: Side A offers a time-lapse
history of Western Civilization; Side B charts the American misadventure in Iraq. The 66 Ruscha pictures in the book are drawn from two rarely seen bodies of work, the "Silhouettes" and the "Cityscapes,"
in which Ruscha uses "censor strips" in place of the words which normally occupy a prominent place in his pictures. Throughout, Breskin's lyrical verses, using the ancient Arabic form of the ghazal, serve as
powerful companions to Ruscha's gorgeously reproduced paintings. To this mix Cline adds more than an hour-and-a-half of new music for a large ensemble: by turns rhapsodic and edgy, heartfelt and
raucous, it ranges from acoustic impressionism to dense, dark electronica. Housed in a luscious slipcase and including four CDs, two of music and two of spoken-voice poetry, this vibrant, polyphonic book is
a wild surprise produced by three of the most exciting artists working today.
Jonathan Swift Mar 10 2021 Draws on discoveries made in the past three decades to paint a new portrait of the satirist, speculating on his parentage, love life, and relationships while claiming that the public
image he projected was intentionally misleading.
Steve Lacy Apr 11 2021 A collection of thirty-four interviews with the innovative soprano saxophonist and jazz composer Steve Lacy (1934&–2004).
The Jazz Book Apr 30 2020 For fifty years The Jazz Book has been the most encyclopedic interpretive history of jazz available in one volume. In this new seventh edition, each chapter has been completely
revised and expanded to incorporate the dominant styles and musicians since the book’s last publication in 1992, as well as the fruits of current research about earlier periods in the history of jazz. In addition,
new chapters have been added on John Zorn, jazz in the 1990s and beyond, samplers, the tuba, the harmonica, non-Western instruments, postmodernist and repertory big bands, how the avant-garde has
explored tradition, and many other subjects. With a widespread resurgence of interest in jazz, The Jazz Book will continue well into the 21st century to fill the need for information about an art form widely
regarded as America’s greatest contribution to the world’s musical culture.
German Baking Dec 07 2020 Made in Germany ist auf der ganzen Welt ein Qualitätsmerkmal – auch bei Gebäck. Kein Wunder, dass Roggenbrot, Schwarzwälder Kirsch, Brezeln und Co. so beliebt sind. Dr.
Oetker präsentiert nun mehr als 200 der beliebtesten deutschen Backrezepte aus dem Erfolgsbuch "Backen macht Freude" in englischer Sprache. Neben Klassikern wie Marble Cake, Nut twists, Kugelhopf
Cake, Apple strudel, Onion slices und Rye bread finden sich in dem Buch moderne Leckerbissen wie Amerikaner cookies, Chocolate slices, Bacon waffles, Red currant meringue cake, Almond cookie flan
und Sweet poppy croissants. Für jeden Anlass das perfekte Gebäck. Dank der Schritt-für-Schritt-Anleitungen und Bilder gelingen diese Rezepte im Handumdrehen. "German Baking" ist ein ideales Souvenir
für Touristen, ein praktisches Gastgeschenk für Austauschschüler und Erasmusstudenten – einfach ein Must-have für alle Fans der deutschen Küche.
Forever Mine (Tormentor Mine #4) Sep 28 2022 I fought against fate, and I won. I made a deal with the devil to keep her. It was supposed to be over. We were meant to be happy. Too bad my enemies had
other plans. Note: This is the conclusion of Peter & Sara’s story. It is strongly recommended that you read Twist Me and Capture Me trilogies before embarking on this book, as there will be major spoilers
for those series.
Proportionate Response Oct 29 2022 Marks and Lip know how to take down a target. You fix eyes on it, hit it, and exploit the site to find your next target. You proceed that way until you eventually take
down the entire structure. Doing the "consultant" gig now, they're still tracking down threats. But this threat is a doozy. A mysterious threat, known as Client 487, is intent on planting seeds of dissent that will
dismantle our very way of life. The more Marks and Lip discover, the more they realize this has been going on for some time. And it's ugly.
Reality Recoded Aug 27 2022 A fascination with numbers and belief in positive thinking gives a former athlete and game designer the ability to change his reality. There's only one small problem. He's not
the first to discover this. A secret cabal already controls reality, and they don't take kindly to those messing with the code. REALITY RECODED is the latest technothriller from Dave Buschi. For fans of
thrillers and science fiction.
It Waits Below Oct 05 2020 It waits no more! In the 1800s, an asteroid carrying an extraterrestrial life form crashed to earth and sunk a Spanish treasure ship. Now, a trio of salvage experts dives a three-man
sub to the deepest part of the ocean to recover the sunken gold. There, they confront a nightmarish alien organism beyond comprehension, which has waited for over a century to get to the surface. It finally
has its chance. As their support ship on the surface is ambushed by deadly modern-day pirates, the crew of the stranded sub battles for their very lives against a monster no one on Earth has seen before.
The Return of Jazz Dec 27 2019 Jazz has had a peculiar and fascinating history in Germany. The influential but controversial German writer, broadcaster, and record producer, Joachim-Ernst Berendt
(1922–2000), author of the world’s best-selling jazz book, labored to legitimize jazz in West Germany after its ideological renunciation during the Nazi era. German musicians began, in a highly productive
way, to question their all-too-eager adoption of American culture and how they sought to make valid artistic statements reflecting their identity as Europeans. This book explores the significance of some of
Berendt’s most important writings and record productions. Particular attention is given to the “Jazz Meets the World” encounters that he engineered with musicians from Japan, Tunisia, Brazil, Indonesia, and
India. This proto-“world music” demonstrates how some West Germans went about creating a post-nationalist identity after the Third Reich. Berendt’s powerful role as the West German “Jazz Pope” is
explored, as is the groundswell of criticism directed at him in the wake of 1968.
The Back Door Man Oct 17 2021 All credit cards have stopped working. Today. This morning. What cash you have in your wallet is it. ATMs and bank systems are down. You can't get gas, groceries…
Commerce has essentially come to a halt. Such is the backdrop of THE BACK DOOR MAN. Our society is computercentric. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn. We're plugged in. Managing our finances online.

Downloading apps for our iPhone. Reading the WSJ on our Kindle. There are things out there on the cutting edge we don't even know we need to fear. THE BACK DOOR MAN takes us there. We see it
through the eyes of James Kolinsky, a simple family man who works in information security. His day goes from bad to worse when he discovers that his greatest fear is his fault and what's happened to him
has happened to millions of others. He's been set up. His family—make that the world—has been taken hostage. The next twenty-four hours we find out what James Kolinsky is really made of.
The Happy Clam Aug 03 2020 This book picks up where Rose's last book left off. If Go Forward, Support! was all about staying a child as long as possible, this book is all about being an adult. Started
many years ago and finished in 2020, with the world on the brink of a global pandemic, this book's messages of hope and happiness are perhaps needed now more so than ever before. The Happy Clam scales
the realms of happiness - physical, intellectual, emotional, relational, spiritual - bringing together findings from across the fields of psychology and philosophy, with practical advice on how to apply them and
be happier. It turns out there are a thousand little things we can do to invite a little more happiness into our lives, to nudge the needle a tick or two, but only a few things that really make a difference. Why
happy clam? Just as clams are filter feeders, taking in nourishment from what's in the passing current, Rose has taken in all the bits and bytes of daily news, research, and experience, and stitched them
together to create a delicately-crafted mosaic rich in hope and inspiration. The book also shares deeply personal experiences, with both humor and gravity in the face of loss, along with serving up some
favorite family recipes.
Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, On Patterns and Pattern Languages Jun 25 2022 Software patterns have revolutionized the way developers think about how software is designed, built, and
documented, and this unique book offers an in-depth look of what patterns are, what they are not, and how to use them successfully The only book to attempt to develop a comprehensive language that
integrates patterns from key literature, it also serves as a reference manual for all pattern-oriented software architecture (POSA) patterns Addresses the question of what a pattern language is and compares
various pattern paradigms Developers and programmers operating in an object-oriented environment will find this book to be an invaluable resource
Sports from Hell Jul 14 2021 The most popular sports columnist in America puts his life (and dignity) on the line in search of the most absurd sporting event on the planet. What is the stupidest sport in the
world? Not content to pontificate from the sidelines, Rick Reilly set out on a global journey—with stops in Australia, New Zealand, Finland, Denmark, England, and even a maximum security prison at
Angola, Louisiana—to discover the answer to this enduring question. From the physically and mentally taxing sport of chess boxing to the psychological battlefield that is the rock-paper-scissors
championship, to the underground world of illegal jart throwing, to several competitions that involve nudity, Reilly, in his valiant quest, subjected himself to both bodily danger and abject humiliation (or, in
the case of ferret legging, both). These fringe sports offer their participants a chance to earn a few bucks and achieve the eternal glory that is winning—even when the victory in question might strike some as
pointless, like the ability to sit in an oven-hot sauna for the longest time. It's debatable whether these sports push the body or just human idiocy to the outermost limits, but one thing is for sure: Sports in Hell
is laugh-out-loud hilarious and will deliver plenty of unabashed fun.
Untouchable Jan 20 2022 Sleeping with the staff wasn’t part of the plan. Sensible, capable, and ruthlessly efficient, Hannah Kabbah is the perfect nanny… until a colossal mistake destroys her career and
shatters her reputation. These days, no-one in town will hire her—except Nathaniel Davis, a brooding widower with a smile like sin and two kids he can’t handle. Prim and proper Hannah is supposed to
make Nate’s life easier, but the more time he spends around his live-in nanny, the more she makes things… hard. He can’t take advantage of her vulnerable position, but he can’t deny the truth, either: with
every look, every smile, every midnight meeting, Nate’s untouchable employee is stealing his heart. The trouble is, she doesn’t want to keep it. Forbidden love isn’t high on Hannah’s to-do list, and trust isn’t
one of her strengths. When dark secrets threaten to destroy their bond, Nate’s forced to start playing dirty. Because this reformed bad boy will break every rule to finally claim his woman. Please be aware:
this book contains discussions of depression and anxiety that could potentially trigger certain audiences.
Insider X Mar 22 2022 Facility 67096. It shapes our thoughts. Shapes our world. Manipulates us. And it seeks one thing: the destruction of everything we hold dear. Marks and Lip, one a former Marine, the
other a cyber specialist for the NSA, are our answer to Facility 67096. What is Facility 67096? It controls the Web. Has controlled it ever since the beginning. We think we know the enemy, but we don't even
know ourselves. Facility 67096 has done this to us. It has fooled the world. Preyed on our blind spot. It has been right in front of us all this time and we never saw it. Until now. INSIDER X is the latest thrill
ride from Dave Buschi, author of THE BACK DOOR MAN and PROPORTIONATE RESPONSE. May your eyes be opened.
Corks and Curls Mar 30 2020
Reality Recoded Aug 15 2021 A fascination with numbers and belief in positive thinking gives a former athlete and game designer the ability to change his reality. There’s only one small problem. He’s not
the first to discover this. A secret cabal already controls reality, and they don’t take kindly to those messing with the code. REALITY RECODED is the latest technothriller from Dave Buschi. For fans of
thrillers and science fiction.
The Awakening Ground Jan 28 2020 Author David Chaim Smith offers a guide to the practice of mystical contemplation from the perspective of a highly unusual form of non-dual Kabbalah, unfettered by
both religious mythology and psychological reductionism. The path articulates the ultimate quest for meaning, which seeks to pass through the clutter of the mind’s conceptual associations to nakedly and
directly recognize the innate essentiality of all things known as the light of En (no) Sof (end), or the Infinite. Most mainstream conventional schools of Kabbalah hold such a radical aspiration to be
inapproachable at best, and heretical at worst. • The work introduces six stages that articulate how the mind breaks through its own restrictive habitual reflexes to awaken to the ground of En Sof, which is the
mind’s essential nature • Each stage is illustrated by the author’s own original works of art and line diagrams • Draws upon obscure sources such as the 13th-century Kabbalistic text Fountain of Wisdom,
various alchemical and gnostic texts, and the writings of Isaac the Blind The author reveals how meaning never remains static--its nature is to move, transmit, and display--yet its precious potential becomes
buried under layers of mental constructs. He explains how the mind’s habits and reflexes impose structures of containment that try to make sense out of phenomena, but these very structures actually obscure
their essence completely. Smith’s experiential path to gnostic awakening reveals how, in the wake of the lesser concerns of the conceptual mind, primordial purity shines in resonances of vast poetic beauty, if
a sensibility of wonder, awe, and delight is cultivated. Offering a step-by-step analysis to the ecstatic aspects of contemplative revelation, David Chaim Smith explores how to ride the razor’s edge of the
paradox to coax the mind from the sleep of habituation towards the culmination of gnosis. Although the process is described within the traditional symbol system of kabbalah, its import is a truly radical
exponent of extreme mysticism.
Proportionate Response Dec 19 2021 Marks and Lip know how to take down a target. You fix eyes on it, hit it, and exploit the site to find your next target. You proceed that way until you eventually take

down the entire structure. Doing the "consultant" gig now, they're still tracking down threats. But this threat is a doozy. A mysterious threat, known as Client 487, is intent on planting seeds of dissent that will
dismantle our very way of life. The more Marks and Lip discover, the more they realize this has been going on for some time. And it's ugly.
The Jakarta Pandemic Feb 09 2021 In the late fall of 2013, a lethal pandemic virus emerges from the Islamic Republic of Indonesia (IRI) and rages unchecked across every continent. When the Jakarta Flu
threatens his picture perfect Maine neighborhood, Alex Fletcher, Iraq War veteran, is ready to do whatever it takes to keep his family safe. As a seasoned sales representative for Biosphere Pharmaceuticals,
makers of a leading flu virus treatment, Alex understands what a deadly pandemic means for all of them. He particularly knows that strict isolation is the only guaranteed way to protect his family from the
new disease. With his family and home prepared for an extended period of seclusion, Alex has few real concerns about the growing pandemic. But as the deadliest pandemic in human history ravages
northern New England, and starts to unravel the fabric of their Maine neighborhood, he starts to realize that the flu itself is the least of his problems. A mounting scarcity of food and critical supplies turns
most of the neighbors against him, and Alex is forced to confront their unexpected hostility before it goes too far. Just when he thinks it can't get any worse, the very face of human evil arrives on Durham Rd
and threatens to destroy them all. Alex and his few remaining friends band together to protect the neighborhood from a threat far deadlier than the flu, as they edge closer to the inevitable confrontation that
will test the limits of their humanity.
The Scimitar and Its Forebears Aug 23 2019 This title takes a close look at this very English and enduring marque.
Music and the Racial Imagination Nov 06 2020 "A specter lurks in the house of music, and it goes by the name of race," write Ronald Radano and Philip Bohlman in their introduction. Yet the intimate
relationship between race and music has rarely been examined by contemporary scholars, most of whom have abandoned it for the more enlightened notions of ethnicity and culture. Here, a distinguished
group of contributors confront the issue head on. Representing an unusually broad range of academic disciplines and geographic regions, they critically examine how the imagination of race has influenced
musical production, reception, and scholarly analysis, even as they reject the objectivity of the concept itself. Each essay follows the lead of the substantial introduction, which reviews the history of race in
European and American, non-Western and global musics, placing it within the contexts of the colonial experience and the more recent formation of "world music." Offering a bold, new revisionist agenda for
musicology in a postmodern, postcolonial world, this book will appeal to students of culture and race across the humanities and social sciences.
Publishers' International ISBN Directory 2015 Feb 27 2020 The 41st edition of this established reference work offers a wealth of information on the worldwide publishing landscape. It includes more than
1,100,000 publishers' ISBN prefixes from 221 countries and territories. The Geographical Section (volumes 1-5) provides the names of more than 1,000,000 active publishing houses, arranged alphabetically
by country, and within country by name. Entries contain the full address including email and URL particulars as well as ISBN prefixes. Publishers can be identified via their ISBN prefixes through the
Numerical ISBN Section (volumes 6-7).
Sammlung Jun 01 2020 When Kenji Nakagami burst onto the literary scene in the 1970s, he was seen as a breath of fresh air in the stuffy world of Japanese letters. He came from "the Alley", the ghetto
world of Japan's underclass that for centuries has been condemned to do "unclean" work. He had left school to work on construction sites, thought of becoming a sumo wrestler, and then, out of the blue, won
a major literary prize. The seven stories collected here span the whole range of his writing. Nakagami's birthplace was a mountainous region of dense forests, waterfalls, and remote temples. Nakagami draws
on this background in several tales of red-eyed demons and mountain bandits, but he focuses mainly on the violent lives of his contemporaries: drunks and day laborers, gamblers and battered wives. His
prose is tough, spare, and stylish, making him known to many of his readers as the Japanese Hemingway.
The Samurai Strategy May 24 2022 Bantam 1988'A financial thriller right out of the headlines.' Adam SmithA high-finance, high-tech thriller of Wall Street, murder, currency manipulation. A mysterious
Japanese industrialist begins a massive 'hedging' in the US markets. Two weeks later, in Japan's Inland Sea, divers working for him recover the Imperial Sword, given to Japan's first Emperor by the Sun
Goddess. Can a lone
Insider X Sep 16 2021 Facility 67096. It shapes our thoughts. Shapes our world. Manipulates us. And it seeks one thing: the destruction of everything we hold dear. Marks and Lip, one a former Marine, the
other a cyber specialist for the NSA, are our answer to Facility 67096. What is Facility 67096? It controls the Web. Has controlled it ever since the beginning. We think we know the enemy, but we don't even
know ourselves. Facility 67096 has done this to us. It has fooled the world. Preyed on our blind spot. It has been right in front of us all this time and we never saw it. Until now. INSIDER X is the latest thrill
ride from Dave Buschi, author of THE BACK DOOR MAN and PROPORTIONATE RESPONSE. May your eyes be opened.
Dark Webb Apr 23 2022
Clothing Repairs May 12 2021
Kind of Blue Sep 23 2019 Now in paperback and illustrated with vintage photos, "Kind of Blue" is "a small treasure" ("The New Yorker") and the bestselling account of the creation of a jazz classic. 50
photos.
Military Sketching, Map Reading, and Reconnaissance Oct 25 2019
The Roommate Risk Jun 13 2021 From New York Times bestselling author Talia Hibbert comes an electric, domestic, roommates-to-lovers romance between a whirlwind party girl and her uptight best
friend… Jasmine Allen believes in bad luck, great wine, and the seductive power of a stiletto heel. What she doesn’t believe in is love. Her life is perfect without all that romance rubbish—until a plumbing
disaster screws everything up and leaves Jas homeless. Luckily, she has someone to turn to: her best friend Rahul. For seven years, Rahul Khan has followed three simple rules. - Don’t touch Jasmine if you
can help it. - Don’t look at her arse in that skirt. - And don’t ever—ever—tell her you love her. He should’ve added another rule: Do not, under any circumstances, let Jas move into your house. Now Rahul is
living with the friend he can’t have, and it’s decimating his control. He knows their shared dinners aren’t dates, their late-night kisses are a mistake, and the tenderness in Jasmine’s gaze is only temporary.
One wrong word could send his skittish best friend running. So why is he tempted to risk it all? This book was previously published as Wanna Bet?. The Roommate Risk is a steamy, standalone, diverse
romance. This book is 75,000 words of fluff, angst, and extreme pleasure, with NO cliffhangers, NO cheating, and a guaranteed HEA. Please be aware: this story contains themes of parental neglect and
abandonment, parental death, and alcohol dependence that could trigger certain audiences.
Falling Felines and Fundamental Physics Sep 04 2020 How do cats land on their feet? Discover how this question stumped brilliant minds and how its answer helped solve other seemingly impossible

puzzles The question of how falling cats land on their feet has long intrigued humans. In this playful and eye-opening history, physicist and cat parent Gregory Gbur explores how attempts to understand the
cat-righting reflex have provided crucial insights into puzzles in mathematics, geophysics, neuroscience, and human space exploration. The result is an engaging tumble through physics, physiology,
photography, and robotics to uncover, through scientific debate, the secret of the acrobatic performance known as cat-turning, the cat flip, and the cat twist. Readers learn the solution but also discover that the
finer details still inspire heated arguments. As with other cat behavior, the more we investigate, the more surprises we discover.
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